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The international specialist access equipment
show Apex will open its doors once again in
Maastricht in mid September. Since moving

to a three year cycle in 2005, well away from
Bauma and Intermat, 

the show has gone from 
strength to strength. We 

take a look at some of the 
likely highlights to look 

out for.
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Cranes & Access talks to Herbert

Ortner, the recently appointed CEO
of Palfinger about its acquisition of
Wumag and its core crane business.
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The second Vertikal Days event - showcasing
cranes, access equipment and telehandlers - was
held at Haydock Park in late June. In spite of
the 'summer' date the weather was not kind.
However this did not deter almost 1,000 lift

equipment buyers from 
turning out to meet 

suppliers and view the 
latest equipment innovations
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Every cloud has a 
silver lining.
Where has the summer gone? The now
familiar August wash-out began much
earlier this year, and even moving Vertikal

Days to the end of June didn't improve the weather - it poured. 

The successful second gathering of the crane, access and 
telehandler fraternities was marked not only by torrential rain on the
second day, but also strong winds from the start. These were a
major contributing factor to an unfortunate incident involving a fully
erect, indoor, narrow-aisle scissor platform with sail-like banner
attached to the side of the basket. The machine blew over, 
thankfully without anyone being injured. 

As it is pointed out to us from time to time, our web site 
www.vertikal.net covers a disproportionate amount of crane and
access accidents which could give a misleading image of a 
'dangerous industry'. So to have a platform topple at Vertikal Days
was the last thing anyone needed. However, they say every 
cloud has a silver lining and indeed several positives resulted 
from the incident.

Firstly, it made the industry take a good look at the way it exhibits
at trade shows, from the equipment chosen to the training of the
stand personnel. All too often, equipment is demonstrated in 
unfamiliar surroundings (this was a special indoor machine on show
outside, at full height on uneven ground) and staff manning the
stand may well be trained in the art of sales, but are not necessarily
trained fully in the operation of the equipment.

Secondly, the speed with which representatives from the major 
aerial lift manufacturers convened a meeting (the following morning)
to review the lessons that could be learned from the incident. Within
another day or so IPAF had published basic guidelines which are
expected to form the base of the draft Code of Practice covering
training levels for sales staff and staff involved in setting up 
equipment at exhibitions. 

It all goes to show that investigations do not need to take years
before results are made public and that improvements to safety
within the industry can be discussed and implemented very rapidly.
But like most incidents, it has also shown that most can be avoided
by having trained personnel using the right equipment for the job
and using it appropriately. Somethings never change.
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